Voice Control
Data sheet
The LINAK® Voice Control is a product which allows the users to control their leisure bed via a voice control unit for smart home making it even smarter. The Voice Control solution works with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa.

The Voice Control only works if it is connected to a WiFi2LIN box. The users simply have to use the Bed Control IoT App to create a user account and connect their bed to their Wi-Fi network via the WiFi2LIN box. Then they must link their bed with their user login to a voice control unit, and they are ready to control their bed via this unit.

The product comes with a cloud solution for registration of the user’s bed and for data identification and storage. The data is stored in Microsoft Azure databases which are located in Amsterdam (European customers) and in Iowa (US customers).

Features
- Voice control
- Simple commands
- Advanced routines

Usage:
- Compatible with Google Assistant
- Compatible with Amazon Alexa
- Compatible with the WiFi2LIN module and the Bed Control IoT App
- Compatible with TD4 Advanced, TD5 Advanced and LA18 IC Advanced
Terms of use
The user is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for specific applications. LINAK takes great care in providing accurate and up-to-date information on its products.
However, due to continuous development in order to improve its products, LINAK products are subject to frequent modifications and changes without prior notice. Therefore, LINAK cannot guarantee the correct and actual status of said information on its products.
LINAK reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any product displayed on its website or listed in its catalogues or other written material drawn up by LINAK.

All sales are subject to the Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery for LINAK. For a copy hereof, please contact LINAK.

For mounting instructions and guidance in usage, please see the relevant user manual.